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WORKING OF AFT: STATUS AT AAROGYA SETU
Dear Members,
Recently it has come to notice that some staff members of AFT
and advocates have got the updation in their ‘Aarogya Setu’ app that
they are at Low Risk and have come in contact with Covid 19 Positive
patient in recent past.
There is very high probability that these persons have come in
contact with the Covid 19 Patient in the AFT premises as the staff
members and advocates getting the Aarogya Setu update belongs to
different localities in Delhi.
In view of the above it has been decided in the interest of safety
of one and all that the status of Aarogya Setu will be checked at the
entry gate of the AFT by the DSC personnel and only those having a
status of ‘You are safe’ will be allowed to enter the premises.
All the member are humbly requested to kindly attend the AFT
only if there is requirement of arguments or submission before the
Hon’ble Bench and should attend only if there status in the Aarogya Setu
app is ‘You are Safe’. All advocates are requested to cooperate with the
DSC/ Staff of the AFT and any advocate whose mobile Aarogya Setu
app is other than ‘You are Safe’ will not be allowed to enter the
premises. However, he may intimate any other member advocate for
marking his attendance if so required.
Members are also requested for the safety of other to intimate the
Bar Association/ Principal Registrar of the AFT of any updation of the
status on their Aarogya Setu wherein the status is shown other than ‘You
are Safe’ or in case any member is advised the Covid 19 test and its
outcome.
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